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In Europe, people continue to consume more alcohol than in any other place in the world 

http://www.euro.who.int/en/media-centre/sections/press-releases/2019/in-europe,-people-

continue-to-consume-more-alcohol-than-in-any-other-place-in-the-world  

A recent WHO report shows that rates of harmful alcohol consumption in Europe have not dropped 

as expected, even though all countries have signed the European Action Plan to Reduce the Harmful 

Use of Alcohol 2012–2020. The “Status report on alcohol consumption, harm and policy responses in 

30 European countries 2019”, which uses data gathered from 2010 to 2016, shows that over 290 000 

people lose their life in Europe per year from alcohol-attributable causes, and urges stronger policy 

action by countries to help reduce the numbers. […] 

Source: WHO press release, 04 September 2019 

 

No alcohol safe to drink, global study confirms 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-45283401  

Bad news for those who enjoy what they think is a healthy glass of wine a day. A large new global 

study published in the Lancet has confirmed previous research which has shown that there is no safe 

level of alcohol consumption. The researchers admit moderate drinking may protect against heart 

disease but found that the risk of cancer and other diseases outweighs these protections. A study 

author said its findings were the most significant to date because of the range of factors considered. 

[…] 

Source: BBC News, 24 August 2019 

 

Conversation boosts honesty in drinking in pregnancy, study finds 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-49565947  

A "conversational approach" is the most successful way of encouraging honest disclosure of drinking 

habits by pregnant women, a new study says. This contrasts with previous research that had 
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recommended midwives should use formal screening tools, such as structured questionnaires. The 

new study, from Stirling and Edinburgh universities, said it was important to build trust..[…] 

Source: BBC News, 04 September 2019 

 

Charities given cash boost 

https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/charities-given-cash-boost-19036896  

Two charities have received support for projects in West Lothian. Waverley Care and Bright Light run 

initiatives in the Lothians and were given funding by the Scottish Whisky Action Fund. Bright Light’s 

project Families in Recovery was created to provide counselling for under-18s who live with a parent 

or guardian recovering from alcohol addiction. CEO Julie Hogg-Wild said: “SWAF’s initial vital support 

made it possible for us to pilot our unique family therapy support to over 30 vulnerable families in 

recovery from alcohol addiction. […] 

Source: Daily Record, 30 August 2019 

 

Most middle-aged drinkers not cutting back on alcohol, new research shows 

https://www.scotsman.com/health/most-middle-aged-drinkers-not-cutting-back-on-alcohol-says-

new-research-1-4995364  

Fewer than half of middle-aged drinkers have tried to cut back on their alcohol intake, according to 

new research. The YouGov poll found that despite the vast majority of 40 to 64-year-olds thinking 

that drinking less is a good way to improve your health – and 19 per cent think they will  have health 

problems in future if they continue to drink at their current level – just 49 per cent have attempted 

to cut back. […] 

Source: The Times, 02 September 2019 

 

This week, thousands in recovery will take to the streets of Middlesbrough for UK Recovery walk 

https://www.gazettelive.co.uk/news/teesside-news/weekend-thousands-recovery-take-streets-

16865665  

Middlesbrough will be flying the flag for recovery this weekend as thousands are expected to flood 

to Centre Square. The UK Recovery Walk celebrates people who are recovering from drug and 

alcohol addiction and supports people who are on their recovery journeys. Organised by Faces and 

Voices of Recovery (FAVOR UK), the walk is held every September as part of International Recovery 

Month. […] 

Source: Teesside Live, 03 September 2019 
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Airports clamp down on drunken passengers as arrests of unruly travellers fall 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/09/02/airports-clamp-drunken-passengers-arrests-unruly-

travellers/  

Airports have clamped down on drunken passengers who cause disruption before flying, as new 

figures reveal arrests of unruly travellers are falling. Police arrested 117 people on planes in 

2017/2018 but this fell by 25 per cent to 87 people in 2018/19. Among the biggest reductions were 

at Gatwick and Glasgow, where arrests made almost halved in that period.[…] 

Source: Daily Telegraph, 03 September 2019 

 

EastEnders working with Drinkaware on alcoholism storyline 

https://www.eveningtimes.co.uk/entertainment/17881440.eastenders-working-drinkaware-

alcoholism-storyline/  

EastEnders’ Linda Carter is set to turn to alcohol as she struggles with the mounting pressure on her 

family. The Carters have been faced with numerous challenges, from Mick’s false imprisonment and 

panic attacks to Ollie’s suspected autism and Linda’s latest cancer scare. Despite trying to put on a 

positive front, the pressure begins to weigh heavy on Linda (Kellie Bright) and she starts drinking. 

The BBC soap has been working with the organisation Drinkaware on the plot. […] 

Source: Evening Times, 04 September 2019 

 

Acupuncture could be used to treat alcohol dependency by activating brain pathways that are 

reduced in alcoholics, scientists claim 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-7426769/Acupuncture-used-treat-alcohol-dependency-

activating-brain-pathways.html  

Acupuncture could help treat alcoholics, according to a study. Researchers in South Korea found rats 

had suffered less withdrawal symptoms after undergoing the ancient practice. Tests revealed that 

acupuncture 'restored' pathways in the brain believed to be impaired in those dependent on 

alcohol. […] 

Source: Daily Mail, 05 September 2019 
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